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Topologically interlocked stereotomic material systems are load-carrying assemblies of unit elements interacting by contact and friction [1,2]. This contribution summarizes research on such material systems in a variety of configurations based on tessellation geometry and percolation, and it considers external rigid confined, external flexible confined, internal flexible confined, as well as considers the unit elements as solids (elastic and elastic-brittle) or shells (elastic), and under consideration of a range of assembly geometries. Both quasistatic and dynamic loading is considered. We show that for external confinement the dual tessellations structure introduces the load transfer path in the assembly, and that internal Mises truss systems can be used to describe the mechanical response. Yet for internal confinement the load transfer is rather different and can best be described based on Caladine’s model for tensegrity. We extend the passive mechanical response to considerations of active systems and demonstrate that active control is a viable path to more complex material response with variable stiffness, energy absorption and shape.
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